QUEBEC’S TOP INFLUENCE LEADER
ADVANCING BUSINESS THROUGH STRATEGY

50 YEARS

THE VOICE
OF QUEBEC
EMPLOYERS
VALUES THAT INSPIRE
OUR CONVICTIONS
PASSION AND ENGAGEMENT
THOROUGHNESS AND PRAGMATISM
BROAD-MINDEDNESS AND
SOLUTION-BUILDING
DESIRE TO SERVE AS ADDED
VALUE FOR OUR MEMBERS
SOLIDARITY AND FIDELITY

CONVICTIONS THAT DRIVE
OUR MANDATE
Standards of living and quality of life depend
first and foremost on a society’s economic
prosperity.
HUMAN CAPITAL,
ENTREPRENEURSHIP, INNOVATION,
INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
AND AN AUSPICIOUS BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT ARE ALL DRIVERS OF
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
Quebec has flourished and will continue to
prosper by leveraging its best assets.
Economic vitality is a central driver of sustainable development because it contributes
directly to social progress and quickens
technological investments that support
environmental protections.
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50 YEARS STRONG

WE ARE THE VOICE OF STRENGTH IN NUMBERS!

The Quebec Employers Council (CPQ) is a vast network of business leaders and
sectoral associations having chosen to rally together behind a common voice. Their
alliance makes this voice influential, representative, diligent, credible and constructive.
Emboldened by solidarity, they work to fuel their success and achieve greater
prosperity for Quebec.
Founded in 1969 from a consensus reached between the business world, the union
sector and the university community, the CPQ is an alliance representing today the
interests of over 70,000 employers of all sizes, from both the private and parapublic
sectors. In addition to its business, institutional and other corporate members, the
CPQ also represents employers through 70 different sectoral associations.

OUR MISSION

FOSTERING THE PROSPERITY OF QUEBEC AND ITS
EMPLOYERS BY ADVOCATING FOR THE BEST POSSIBLE
BUSINESS CONDITIONS.

Speaking on behalf of employers with activities in Quebec as well as their sectoral
association, the CPQ makes representations to public authorities, economic actors,
and public-opinion makers, advocating for business environments that are conducive
to prosperity as well as responsible economic development.

OUR VISION

SHARED PROSPERITY THROUGH A UNITED COLLECTIVE!

The CPQ aims to serve as a central authority for employers and their sectoral
associations. Its contributions are empowered by the credibility and effectiveness
of its actions and by its work in fostering constructive social dialogue. Its actions
generate concrete outcomes including the growth and success of its members,
and a better collective understanding of the business community and the issues
impacting commerce. The CPQ aspires to an inclusive and enviable economic
prosperity for Quebec.

OUR MANDATE

A SUSTAINED AND IMPASSIONED COMMITMENT
TO DEFEND THE INTERESTS OF OUR MEMBERS
ON NUMEROUS FRONTS!

Employers in Quebec can count on the CPQ’s active participation in all relevant
spheres where policy is developed, be it at the federal, provincial or municipal level,
and even internationally. The CPQ also makes the voice of Quebec employers heard
in numerous forums to raise awareness about their contributions in improving the
quality of life and living standards of Quebec’s citizens.
The CPQ’s leadership is highly sought after by various governmental bodies and
organizations:
oo The board of directors of the CNESST (Commission des normes, de l’équité,

de la santé et de la sécurité du travail) and the IRSST (Institut de recherche
Robert-Sauvé en santé et en sécurité du travail), and numerous CNESST board
committees and working groups;

oo The deliberative assembly and executive committee of the CPMT (Commission

des partenaires du marché du travail) and many of its working groups;

oo The CEM (Conseil d’administration du Conseil emploi métropole);
oo The CCTM (Comité consultatif du travail et de la main-d’œuvre) and its

subcommittees;

oo The provincial monitoring committee on administrative and regulatory streamlining;
oo The provincial committee on professional and technical study programs;
oo The international labour standards tripartite round table between Human

Resources and Skills Development Canada and the provinces, the Canadian
Employers Council, and the Canadian Labour Congress;

oo The Supreme Court of Canada
oo The International Labour Organization (ILO) in Geneva;
oo Various governmental strategy and policy working groups and advisory committees

(NAFTA renegotiations, softwood lumber dispute, sustainable mobility, energy
transition, regulatory streamlining, etc.);

oo Parliamentary commissions and caucuses of the Quebec National Assembly

PRIORITY FIELDS OF ACTION
In pursuit of its mission, the CPQ works
across the six fields of action outlined in
its 2018-2021 economic platform whose
priorities are dictated by Quebec’s
political landscape and the needs of its
membership.
LABOUR
• Education
• Occupational training
• Immigration and talent
		recruitment
• Integration and inclusion

LABOUR LAWS
AND REGULATIONS
• Labour relations
• Occupational health and safety
• Labour standards and equity
• Remuneration and employee
		benefits

PUBLIC FINANCE
•
•
•
•

Public services
Public debt
Taxation
Business leverage

SOCIETAL CHALLENGES
• Infrastructure
• Local and regional development
• Democracy and social
		acceptability
• Agility of the state

and the Canadian House of Commons;

oo The provincial advisory committee on the sustainable mobility policy;
oo The Transition énergétique Québec (TEQ) stakeholders’ group;
oo Alliance for a Green Economy (SWITCH);
oo The 24th Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework

Convention on Climate Change (COP24);

oo Focus groups involved in the establishment of an innovation-focused

construction industry cluster.

Moreover, and since its inception, the CPQ acts as an esteemed intermediary
across various channels engaged in social dialogue with civil society groups —
most notably union and environmental groups— and those working in education
and family policy.

ENVIRONMENT
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
•
•
•
•

Sustainable mobility
Energy transition
Environmental regulation
Environmental taxation

ENGINES OF GROWTH
•
•
•
•

Entrepreneurship
Innovation and technology
External markets
Economic diversification
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50 YEARS AS

QUEBEC’S TOP
INFLUENCE
LEADER

AN EMINENT NETWORK
OF WEALTH CREATION
CUSTODIAN OF OUR COLLECTIVE
WEALTH AND PROSPERITY
STRONG AND AUTHORITATIVE VOICE
FOR QUEBEC EMPLOYERS
RIGOROUS AND EFFECTUAL
EMISSARY
ACCESS TO SPHERES OF INFLUENCE
ACCESS TO ENTREPRENEURIAL
MODELS AND TO INNOVATION
INCLUSIVE AND CONSTRUCTIVE
SOCIAL DIALOGUE
HIGHLY ENGAGED TEAM
COMMITTED TO EMPLOYERS
VISIBILITY BUILDER

CONSULTING
WITH OTHERS
AND FOR OTHERS
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DEFENDING

OUR COLLECTIVE WEALTH
AND PROSPERITY
THE STRONG AND AUTHORITATIVE VOICE
OF QUEBEC EMPLOYERS
The CPQ leads an impressive network of wealth creators whose success helps fund
our public services (health and education). It rallies together business leaders and
sectoral associations that have chosen to unite behind a distinct voice supporting
entrepreneurship, innovation, talent, the development of our full economic potential,
and a greater sustainable prosperity for Quebec.

AN INFLUENTIAL AUTHORITY
Through its leadership, the CPQ has become the undisputed central authority in
Quebec’s employer community. Thanks to its ability to rally broad sectors of our
economy around positions of consensus, the CPQ wields considerable influence
among society’s important public and private decision-making bodies.

AN INDISPENSABLE SOCIAL DIALOGUE
Supported by the strength of its actions and the rigorous studies it publishes, the
CPQ has successfully established a constructive and inclusive social dialogue by
mobilizing the support of the entire business community and by reaching out to
leaders from all domains in all regions of Quebec.

AN EMPLOYERS ORGANIZATION
OPERATING AT THE PEAK OF

EFFICIENCY
PRODUCING CONTENT

In advocating for Quebec entrepreneurs, the CPQ acts above all as a content
producer and does so with remarkable efficiency. It takes on the production of content
it shares first with its members through its multimedia platforms. Its members
also enjoy priority access to thorough analyses and relevant studies on varied and
specialized topics such as human capital, turnover management, occupational
health and safety, labour relations and labour law, entrepreneurship, finance,
sustainable development, the environment, innovation, institutional representation,
and negotiation.

SPECIAL ACCESS TO SPHERES OF DECISION-MAKING
The CPQ takes great care in choosing the most appropriate public and private
forums in which to defend the concerns of its members before governmental,
union, and civil society decision makers.
It judiciously leverages its exclusive access into select spheres of influence through
a vast number of decision-making and consultative bodies (such as the CSST,
CNESST, IRSST, CPMT, CCTM, advisory and monitoring committees, economic
actors, round tables, parliamentary commissions and caucuses) as well as through
meetings with top political decision makers.

STRATEGIC ADVISOR
TO THE GOVERNMENT

FACILITATOR

ADVANCING ISSUES AMONG
DECISION MAKERS
RALLYING POSITIONS OF

CONSENSUS

SEASONED NEGOTIATOR

FOCUSED ON CUMULATIVE GAINS
PRODUCING

RELIABLE CONTENT
EXPERT LEADER IN

MOBILIZING BUY-IN

SKILLFUL AND PERSUASIVE COMMUNICATION OFFERS THE CPQ AN UNPARALLELED
LEVEL OF EFFECTIVENESS IN DEFENDING MEMBER-DRIVEN ISSUES WITHIN
SPHERES OF INFLUENCE.
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70,000
EMPLOYERS

bearing the torch of Quebec’s
prosperity and collective wealth
Immense brand likeability
and a reputation built on
credibility

THE CPQ’S MARKS
OF DISTINCTION
BUILDING COHESION,
among diverse groups of
actors throughout the
province in support of
its projects
Inspired to action by
the interests of its
membership

Articulate and committed advocate, inspired and fuelled by its convictions
Incisive and impactful public and political actions
Advancing concrete change by furthering strategies before
decision-making bodies
Cultivating relationships with decision makers, members and stakeholders
through initiatives such as the Club des entrepreneurs, prosperity leader
awards, academic and ambassador networks, president tours, member
events, talks, and private contacts
A talented, competent and passionately committed team hard at work
in championing issues and shared solutions
Individualized partnership strategies catered to your unique context
High visibility, strategic intelligence, compelling digital presence, digital
economy, and multimedia platforms
Exclusive consultations and breaking content for its members
Numerous promotional and solidarity-building events rallying together
businesspeople, up-and-coming talents, and citizens of Quebec
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THE ADDED VALUE OF
EXCLUSIVE ACCESS…
... TO QUALITY CONTENT
With proven skill, the CPQ generates comprehensive documentation designed to
educate and guide employers through complex issues such as the carbon exchange
market, new remuneration, training and staffing practices, telecommunication rate
fixing, labour relations and occupational health and safety.
oo Prosperity studies, comprehensive analyses, addresses, briefs, editorials and

articles
oo Multimedia platforms (webinars, proprietary newsletters, blogs, videos)

... TO COMPETENT AND TRUSTWORTHY BUSINESS ACTORS
Beyond serving as front-line strategic policy partner for the government with
regard to the economy, labour, and occupational health and safety, the CPQ works
relentlessly at putting employers in contact with the province’s major economic
and political decision makers, facilitating exclusive and purposeful meetings with:
oo The CPQ President or VP and/or CEOs from major corporations;
oo Decision makers working in government, academia and the environmental field;
oo Talented and highly competent CPQ officers;
oo Specialists, experts, decision makers and partners of influence.

... FOR ITS MEMBERS
We take every opportunity to foster and engage in ongoing communications with
all CPQ members
oo Seats on the CPQ Board of Directors and its strategic committees (on health

and occupational safety, labour relations, labour force development and policy,
public affairs, taxation, retirement plans, remuneration and employee benefits)
as well as on committees addressing the digital and low-carbon economy.
oo Consultative groups, general assemblies, talks, panels, conferences, tours, special

topic evening events, partnerships, etc.
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ADVANCING MEMBER INTERESTS

THROUGH OUR VICTORIES
WORKFORCE

AS CENTRAL PRIORITY FOR QUEBEC EMPLOYERS
The CPQ prompted the government’s adoption of a provincial labour force strategy aimed
at resolving the critical recruitment challenges faced by Quebec employers. The CPQ also
developed labour market integration projects for Indigenous workers and persons with
disabilities and immigrant workers, as well as human resource mentoring initiatives. It has
also championed an educational achievement policy and advocated for the reintegration
of financial education curriculum in our schools. It has assumed a leading role in the
implementation of the Educational Digital Action Plan for Education and Higher Education
as well as in the integration of foreign workers into the job market.

BALANCING

EVOLVING LABOUR REGULATIONS

The CPQ duly recognizes labour laws related to employer contributions as a form
of taxation on human capital which, if too high, becomes unfavourable to wage
growth and employment. The CPQ is vigilant in monitoring contribution rates in view
of implementing freeze or reduction measures. The CPQ has reached compromises
with regard to the progression of labour standards and the minimum wage, as
well as to recent reforms of private and public retirement plans at the municipal,
provincial and federal levels. The CPQ has also helped small business qualify for a
reduced rate of contribution to the FSS (Fonds des services de santé).

HEALTHY PUBLIC FINANCES

AND A COMPETITIVE TAX ENVIRONMENT

Trailblazing on behalf of employers for years with regard to public finance and taxation,
the CPQ has, more specifically, persuaded the Quebec government to adopt a “stop
notch” mechanism, that is a preventative measure allowing the government to better
control public spending and its subsequent impact on public debt and new program
creation. As part of the same effort, the CPQ has relentlessly worked to support increasingly competitive and equitable tax reform, notably in relation to e-commerce.
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THE CPQ’S

HIGH PUBLIC AND
MEDIA VISIBILITY

Beyond mobilizing the employer community, the
CPQ seeks to drive together all socioeconomic
actors in an effort to put in place the most
favourable conditions towards our collective
enrichment.

MODERNIZING THE STATE
AS AN IMPERATIVE

The CPQ and its partners successfully encouraged the implementation and ongoing
improvement of a streamlining policy, including the aggregation and simplification
of services offered to businesses through as a single point of service, Entreprises
Québec. The CPQ is also focused on bridging the gap between businesses and local
governance.

TOOLS TO HELP LEAD BUSINESSES

THROUGH THE ENERGY TRANSITION

The CPQ stands out among business organizations by actively contributing to social
dialogue, along with environmental and union partners, about the transition towards
a green and low-carbon economy. It aims for the adoption and implementation of
policies that will guarantee the necessary investments in sustainable mobility and
energy efficiency as well as in research and innovation.
Accordingly, it was instrumental in supporting the creation of Transition énergétique
Québec and the development of the province’s first sustainable mobility policy, as well
as the modernization of Quebec’s Environment Quality Act.

FUELLING GROWTH ENGINES:

ENTREPRENEURSHIP, INNOVATION, EXPORTS,
AND DIVERSIFICATION
On economic and industrial fronts, the CPQ supports regional economies and
industrial sectors grappling with specific challenges — be they international
trade disputes (such as those revolving around aerospace, softwood lumber and
aluminum) or public perception challenges (construction, freight transportation,
and natural resources) — or seeking adequate government programs to support
their growth (in innovative manufacturing, clean technologies, emerging renewable
energies, life sciences, artificial intelligence, digitization, and bio-food). For
instance, in response to a need expressed by its members and with the help
of its partners, the CPQ sought out and garnered support for the creation of
a construction industry cluster, a project now bearing the name “Grappe de
l’Innovation en Infrastructure et en Bâtiments” to which the government swiftly
mandated the CPQ.

The CPQ’s public and media outreach efforts are
therefore aimed at raising awareness, across the
widest audiences possible, about the initiatives of
companies working at unleashing the social and
economic potential of Quebec both responsibly
and sustainably, and for the benefit of society at
a whole.
Find here some illustrative public and media actions
undertaken annually by the CPQ in promoting
Quebec’s employers.
“Throughout my career as an entrepreneur, then as a
politician, I could see first hand the relevance of the role
the CPQ plays for Quebec.”
| François Legault, 2019
“We can be proud of the work of the CPQ in proposing
measures that ensure the ongoing prosperity of Quebec’s
economy.”
| Justin Trudeau, 2019
“Over the decades, the CPQ’s expertise has earned
itself much recognition in matters relating to the labour
force, labour relations, occupational health and safety,
and remuneration. Its visibility among a variety of
authorities allows it to play a critical representational
role and contribute significantly to social dialogue.”
| Alexandre Cusson, UMQ, 2019
“Speaking through a united voice, the CPQ plays an
essential representational role for Quebec employers
in fostering and developing a strong, sustainable and
inclusive economy.”
| Sophie Brochu, Énergir, 2019
“The CPQ made a significant mark on the forefront of
the energy transition by being the world’s first eminent
business association to respond in kind to the outreach
efforts of environmental groups and other societal actors.”
| Karel Mayrand, Fondation David Suzuki, 2019
Source: Cahier spécial du 50e du CPQ,
published January 19, 2019.

+ 5,800 MEDIA MENTIONS IN 2018
+ 11,000 SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS/
SUBSCRIBERS
+ 70 INFLUENCE BLOGGERS
+ 20 PUBLICATIONS
(studies, papers, etc.)
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THE ADDED
VALUE OF CPQ

MEMBERSHIP

Exclusive access to the big names in
entrepreneurship, to strategic content,
to the media, to multimedia platforms
and high-profile media visibility:
oo join the ranks of Geoff Molson,

Louis-Marie Beaulieu, Sophie Brochu
and Yannis Mallat and have a 2- to
3-minute video of your CEO produced
to showcase on your website, the CPQ
website, and social media;
oo leverage your own bloggers’ contri-

butions through the CPQ website and
affiliated social media;
oo broadcast your vision of prosperity or

your success story on the CPQ’s website
and other digital platforms;
oo enjoy front-of-the-line access to our

work on issues championed in the name
of Quebec employers;
oo enjoy high-profile visibility opportunities

as part of the CPQ’s 50th anniversary.

CHOOSE AN INDIVIDUALIZED
MEMBERSHIP PROFILE BASED
ON YOUR NEEDS.

LEVERAGING
THE CPQ’S REACH FOR THE

BENEFIT OF ITS MEMBERS
MAKING A DIFFERENCE

BY RALLYING BEHIND EMPLOYER INTERESTS
The CPQ’s tireless commitment towards its members is the basis of many of its
advances and achievements, including:
oo A provincial labour force strategy, with a specific mandate for the CPQ to

implement a labour force support service aimed specifically at small business;
oo Diversity: development of employment integration programs for underrepre-

sented groups on the labour market (such as Indigenous workers and workers
with disabilities);
oo Prompting the creation of the building and infrastructure innovation industry

cluster for the construction industry, a critical sector of Quebec’s economy;
oo A leading role in the development of the Digital Action Plan for Education and

Higher Education;
oo Forthcoming creation of a priority task force initiative on Quebec’s health

services;
oo A regulatory streamlining policy and an aggregation project for services

intended for businesses through Entreprises Québec;
oo A single point of service for energy efficiency programs through Transition

énergétique Québec, and the implementation of the first provincial sustainable
mobility policy;
oo The creation of the PCEQ Awards (Prix Créateurs d’emplois du Québec) to

recognize businesses creating and maintaining employment across Quebec;
oo The implementation by the Quebec government of a stop notch mechanism for

new program expenses in an effort to better manage public finances;
oo A clearly defined vision of prosperity that carried and mobilized at a time when

most observers were fixated on “austerity”.
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CPQ WORKING COMMITTEES
In an effort to fully realize its mission in line with its priority fields of action, the CPQ is supported by the engagement and expertise of
its members serving on various committees, each geared towards information sharing, the exchange of ideas, and undertaking action.
Their mandates address cross-disciplinary matters of major importance to employers.

COMMITTEE ON REMUNERATION
AND EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

COMMITTEE ON OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH AND SAFETY

Mandate: To examine issues related to retirement plans, new
remuneration practices, required payroll contributions, and cost
of employee benefits (insurance, etc.)
Committee membership: Experts in HRM, staffing,
actuarial science, insurance, etc.
CPQ officer member: Vice President
– Research and Chief Economist

Mandate: To stay abreast of policies, standards and regulations
relating to occupational health and safety and to review best
practices in terms of prevention, claims management, and financing.
Subcommittees and working groups on special topics also work
under this committee.
Committee membership: Occupational health and safety
experts and professionals, etc.
CPQ officer member: Vice President
– Labour and Judicial Affairs

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
AND TARGETED JOB TRAINING
Mandate: Solution forum to address challenges relating to
job training needs, labour force development, competency
recognition, and issues related to labour shortages.
Committee membership: Experts in HRM, job training,
talent acquisition and retention, recruitment, etc.
CPQ officer member: Vice President
– Labour Force Development Policy

COMMITTEE ON DIGITIZATION IN EDUCATION
Mandate: To monitor the implementation of the Digital Action Plan
for Education and Higher Education towards ensuring that
the education system and the labour force are responsive to
each other’s needs.
Committee membership: education, technology and
organizational change experts, etc.
CPQ officer member: Vice President
– Labour Force Development Policy

COMMITTEE ON LABOUR RELATIONS
Mandate: To stay abreast of policies, standards and
regulations relating to labour relations organization and
management as well as labour law.
Committee membership: Experts in labour law, labour relations
professionals, etc.
CPQ officer member: Vice President
– Labour and Judicial Affairs

COMMITTEE ON FISCAL POLICY
AND PUBLIC FINANCE
Mandate: To analyze and take action on issues relating to
business and individual taxation and public finance as well
as to the provincial and federal budgets.
Committee membership: Taxation, finance and accounting
experts, etc.
CPQ officer member: Vice President
– Research and Chief Economist

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Mandate: To stay abreast of provincial and federal public policy
and parliamentary activities and serve as sounding board for
positions taken publicly by the CPQ.
Committee membership: Public relations, governmental affairs
and communication experts and professionals
CPQ officer member: Vice President
– Public Affairs and Communications)

SPECIAL BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEES
Mandate: These committees have specific orientations as their
work is prospective and forward-looking in relation to the world
of tomorrow and forthcoming shifts in the fields of:
– no-carbon economies (sustainable mobility, energy,
infrastructure, etc.)
– digital economies (dematerialization, automatization, etc.)
Committee membership: Open, needs-based
CPQ officer member: Vice President
– Public Affairs and Communications

ALL OUR COMMITTEES AIM TO BE AGILE, INCLUSIVE, STRATEGIC, AND FORWARD-LOOKING
IN THE PURSUIT OF ACTIONABLE SOLUTIONS.
Note: The CPQ also strikes ad hoc advisory committees
to address and seek support in relation to special questions and issues.
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BECOME A MEMBER TODAY!
CPQ MEMBERSHIP ADVANTAGES
EFFECTIVE LOBBYING OF DECISION MAKERS AND
LEGISLATORS TOWARDS ACHIEVING CONCRETE WINS
FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP
STRONG PUBLIC POSITIONS ON YOUR SECTOR’S
PRIORITY ISSUES
PARTICIPATION WITHIN OUR FIVE (5) MAJOR TASK
FORCE INITIATIVES
ACCESS TO OUR WORKING COMMITTEES AND CERTAIN
STRATEGIC BOARD MEETINGS
THOROUGH AND INCISIVE STUDIES
OPPORTUNITIES TO MEET WITH PRESTIGIOUS SPEAKERS
JOINING THE CONCERTED VOICE OF 70,000 QUEBEC EMPLOYERS
ACCESS TO THE MOST INFLUENTIAL FIRMS
EXCEPTIONAL MEDIA VISIBILITY OPPORTUNITIES AS PART
OF THE CPQ’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY

MORE INFORMATION:
CONTACT OUR PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT TEAM
514 288-5161, EXT. 236

CONSEIL DU PATRONAT DU QUÉBEC
1010 SHERBROOKE STREET WEST
MONTREAL (QUEBEC) H3A 2R7
514 288-5161 OR 1 877 288-5161

info@cpq.qc.ca
CPQ.QC.CA

SUITE
510

